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I missed the 2011 Bowhunting 
Round Table due to illness but was 
back to my usual form this  May, 

covering the three-day event at PASA 
Park near Barry, Illinois for this special 
report that runs through page 29. 

� is unique event was launched 
in 2006 by the Media Direct ad agency 
now headed by the husband-wife team 
of Mark Sidelinger and Kim Cahalan. 
It utilizes a round robin format to put 
the top print magazines and a smat-
tering of TV and internet operations 
face to face with manufacturers. � e 
park-like grounds provide ample space 
for the writers, editors and publishers 
to try out products and set up photos. 
Since they're also sharing three meals 
a day, there is ample time for us to 
forge strong contacts with our opposite 
numbers on the manufacturing side.

� irty one product lines were 
scheduled for the 2012 event. Most 
manufacturers came in for a single day, 
but when they had multiple lines to 
present, some had reserved space for 
a second day. � at was the case for 

Mike Swan and Todd 
Leidall of Robinson 
Outdoors. Swan now 
heads up marketing 
for the Minnesota 
� rm, while Leidall is 
the senior vice presi-
dent and general 
manager. Wednesday, 
May 16 they took us 
through the Tree 
Spider line and then 
� ursday were back 
on deck to present 
the latest scent con-
trol liquids and cloth-
ing. Swan said the 
Tree Spider harnesses 
were joined this year 
by a 2.2 pound Micro 
version designed to 
be light in weight and 
easy on the pocket 
book at a cost of $99. Like the Tree 
Spider Speed Harness and Speed Vest, 
they're designed with Speed Clips that 
let them clip into most ScentBlocker 

jackets from the same � rm. President 
Scott Shultz doesn't like to bother with 
safety harnesses, and � gures lots of 
other hunters feel just like him. When 
you slip on a jacket set up with any of 
the three Tree Spider harnesses, you 
bend and attach machined alumi-
num leg buckles. � e leg and shoulder 
straps are integrated so a tug on the 
shoulder straps adjusts the leg straps at 
the same time. Vertical Climbing Loops 
work with a climbing belt to help the 
hunters climb stands and hang tree-
stands in a safer fashion. � e Bungee 
Tether is being o� ered in three lengths 
to accommodate hunters who prefer to 
sit, stand or hunt facing the tree.

Leidall said Robinson plans to 
integrate the Tree Spider system into 
bibs next, giving the hunter another 
quick and simple way to don his or 
her safety gear. � e line also includes 
the Livewire Descent System, which 
connects between the harness tether 
and the tree  and will lower a hunter 
safety to the ground even if they lose 
consciousness before or as a result of 
slipping o�  their treestand.

Mark Hicks (left) is a full time outdoor writer who has been 
writing for Field & Stream for more than 30 years. Attending 
his � rst Bowhunting Round Table, he's shown here talking with 
Kim Cahalan and Mark Sidelinger of Media Direct.

Mike Swan of Robinson Outdoors shows how simple it is to snap on and snug up the 
Tree Spider Micro Harness. At right, Corry Lino of Papa Advertising (in white) works with 
Swan on Robinson's marketing campaigns. Here he is demonstrating how any of the Tree 
Spider harnesses can snap inside the company's ScentBlocker jackets with the included 
Speed Clips.

Mark Hicks (left) is a full time outdoor writer who has been 
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Easton's Nate Pilcher credits 
Easton's experience in developing 
medal-winning arrows for Olympic 
archers for the science behind the 
Injexion hunting shafts. Like the target 
arrows that must slip though the wind 
at 70 to 90 meters, the new hunting 
shafts use a small diameter.  � at also 
increases their penetration on animals. 
A more conventional carbon shaft like 
the Easton Flatline is .294 inches in 
diameter, while the Injexion is .236.

Easton builds two Injexion mod-
els. � e version most like the Olympic 
target shafts is the Injexion A/C, which 
uses carbon over a super-straight alu-
minum alloy core. Most hunters are 
opting for the less costly all-carbon ver-
sion, where they can buy six � etched 
arrows for about $90.

Aluminum inserts didn't have the 
needed strength at that small diameter, 
so the Utah � rm developed new extra 
long stainless steel inserts it calls the 
Deep Six system. New Archery Products 
and Muzzy are building compatible 
broadheads, Pilcher said. Easton is also 
o� ering the Deep Six inserts sized for 

the Axis and Axis Full 
Metal Jacket arrows, 
since some retailers 
don't like the extra 
time it takes to build 
those small diameter 
arrows using the HIT 
insert system. The 
Deep Six inserts are 
quicker to use, Pilcher 
said, but for now you 
are more limited in 
what broadheads � t 
them.

New from the 
Beman arrow brand  
owned by the same 
corporation is the 
Beman Hunter Pro. 
� e usual approach 
for building a camo 
hunting shaft has 
been to take an exist-

ing arrow and apply a wrap to it, which 
naturally adds to the weight. With the 
Beman Hunter Pro, the factory starts 
with a lighter carbon shaft so once the 
wrap is applied, the arrow is as light 
as an undecorated shaft. � e camo 

being applied is an attractive blend of 
Realtree AP and a carbon � ber e� ect. 

Pilcher took over the marketing for 
the arrow brands after Rich Packer went 
full-time with the Easton Mountain 
Products division. � e company has 
supplied tent poles to other manu-
facturers for over 30 years and was 
responsible for developing the shock 
cord technology that many employ. 
Six years ago Easton developed car-
bon tent poles that use an aluminum/
carbon snap � t connector tethered 
together with a mono� lament. � e 
combination of the patent-pending 
AirLock connectors with the Carbon 
ION, EVO or FX poles are about 40 
percent lighter than aluminum poles. 
In addition, the mono� lament tether is 
longer lasting than the fabric covered 
rubber connectors that hold aluminum 
poles together under tension.  Just like 
with arrows, Easton can engineer the 
carbon poles made in Salt Lake City, 
Utah for the speci� c stresses they need 
to withstand. While a few other manu-
facturers are using the poles in light-
weight tents, Easton decided to design 
its own lightweight tents for hunters 

Easton's Nate Pilcher (right) talks about the latest arrows and 
the Arsenal quiver with North American Whitetail Publisher 
Tom Weaver (left) and John Geiger, the special projects and 
gear editor at Game & Fish Magazine. The quiver easily con-
verts from one piece to two piece and the grippers hold any 
size arrow down to the slim Injexions. For more information, 
call (801) 539-1440.

Rich Packer had several of the Easton Mountain Products tents on display during the 
Bowhunting Round Table. 

the Axis and Axis Full 
Metal Jacket arrows, 
since some retailers 
don't like the extra 
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those small diameter 
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owned by the same Easton's Nate Pilcher (right) talks about the latest arrows and 

Rich Packer had several of the Easton Mountain Products tents on display during the 

By Tim Dehn
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and backpackers.
"Our Kilo series is our ultra light 

tent; their space to weight ratios are 
the lightest on the market," Packer told 
ArrowTrade. � e Kilo 1P (indicating 
one person) is just 1 pound, 14 ounces. 
� e Kilo 2P weighs 2 pounds, 3 ounces 
while the 3P weighs 3 pounds. � ese 
are three season tents, not designed 
to carry a snow load. "� ese are niche 
ultra-light products," Packer admitted, 
"but they may be a good choice for a 
hunter who may already have a spot-
ting scope and a bow to carry. If they 
can shave a couple pounds from their 
pack with this tent, it can be a big deal. 
� e one-man tent has pole sections 

just 15 inches long, so it is very easy to 
pack into a backpack." Retail price on 
these tents are about $150 for the 1P, 
$300 for the 2P and $400 for the 3P.

More poles and a heavier ripstop 
fabric distinguish the 2P and 3P Hat- 
Trick tents from Easton Mountain 
Products. Packer tells dealers these are 
"three season plus" tents, designed for 
use below the treeline and able to with-
stand a moderate snow load. Unlike 
the Kilo ultralights, these have interior 
pockets and a gear loft for storage. In 
the two-person version, the Hat-Trick 
weighs 4 pounds, 6 ounces.

For severe winter weather and 
high altitude use, Easton builds the 

Expedition tent in a 
two-person con� gu-
ration weighing 7 
pounds, 3 ounces if 
you opt for the car-
bon frame. Nano Tent 
Stakes are included 
with each model, 
and are also available 
to retailers in four-
packs or in a 50 pack 
box that serves as a 
point of sale display. 
Weighing just 7.4 
grams in the short-
est  of three lengths, 
they're super-strong 
tempered alumi-
num. By next season 
Packer said Easton 
Mountain Sports 
should be o� ering 
carbon stakes that 
are even lighter.

Popular already 
in Europe but slow 
to catch on in the 
U.S. hunting cir-
cles, are trekking 
poles. Formed from 
tough 7075 series 
aluminum, they 
o� er Vi-Brake anti-
vibration grips and 
Rock-Lock locking 
mechanisms that 
adjust for tension 
without tools. In wet 
weather or severe 
cold you many need 
to tighten the locking 
mechanism, Packer 

explained, and with the Rock-Lock you 
don't need a screwdriver and there are 
no screws that can back out and get 
lost. "A pair of these poles can take 15 
to 20 percent of your body weight o�  
your legs. � at can be very important 
when you're carrying out an animal or 
when you're carrying a heavy pack up 
a slope."

Easton and Beman arrow retailers 
will need to apply to carry the Easton 
Mountain Products line, Packer said. 
He invited them to do so by calling 
(801) 539-1400 or by sending an e-mail 
to mtninfo@eastontp.com.

Brady Arview and Chris Kozlik 
were demonstrating the latest arrow 
rests and broadheads from New 
Archery Products, using a PASA Park 
range normally reserved for .22 caliber 
rim� res. � e popular Apache line of 
drop away arrow rests now includes 

Above you can see how the poles are 
designed to support both the tent body 
and the rain � y that rides on top of them.  
Below, a � y of a di� erent type is riding on 
the strong mono� lament tether that is 
part of the AirLock connection.

Above you can see how the poles are 

With over 10 years of success
BOWJAX DAMPENERS

ROCK!

Best Designed Dampening System
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an Apache Carbon model. By replac-
ing the large steel guard with a carbon 
guard, the company shaved o�  about 
1/3 the weight. � e loading slot is now 
angled to the side, eliminating a prob-
lem some users had in tapping their 
arrows against their sights. "It's quieter 
to load and that's a big deal for our cus-
tomers," Arview said as vice president 
of sales and marketing.

NAP has updated the Armorest so 
a single SKU now � ts all bows. You can't 
really call this a drop away: Snap open 
may be a better description. � e rest 
is very quick to mount and Engineer 
Kozlik recommended dealers not try to 
tinker with the action. � ey can leave 
the set screw on the cable connector 
lightly snug, pull the bow back once, let 
it down and tighten the set screw.

Both NAP representatives said 
there's a challenge in explaining how 
the new Killzone broadhead di� ers 
from other rear-deploying models. 
People are used to a head that pops 
open easily when you � ick it with a � n-
ger. � e two blade, 2 inch wide Killzone 
was designed to not open prematurely 

in the quiver or in � ight, and you need 
to press both horns at once to activate 
it. Pressing against them both with � n-
gers is a good way to get a severe cut, 
so Arview recommends dealers push it 
into a soft foam target. � e American-
made blades are so sharp customers 
may question whether they're opening 
on foam, he said. If you push the foam 
to the side you'll see it has been sliced. 
On pass through shots into targets or 
game animals, there will be witness 
marks left on the ferrule proving the 
blades did open.

With all the work the Illinois � rm 
did to design premature opening out, 
it's had to prove there's no restriction 
on blade opening. "Last week we shot 
video showing the broadhead opens 
even when shot from a (low poundage ) 
draw length test bow," Kozlik said.

Reach NAP by calling (800) 323-
1279.

With Jeremy Eldredge helping 
to operate a dealer school at Hoyt's 
new headquarters, Outtech Sales 
Representative Shawn Ryan went 
through the most popular models 

he's been selling to deal-
ers in Illinois, Iowa and 

Nebraska. "Hoyt tries to build a bow for 
everyone," said the veteran of 17 years 
with the Hoyt line. "We have a youth 
bow, a women's bow, a speed bow, a 
great hunting bow and a bow you can 
compete with in Vegas or in Europe."

Ryan said Hoyt is in its third year 
of building carbon riser models and 
as premium aluminum bows climb 
in price, the di� erential between the 
two has dropped to a couple hundred 
dollars. � e Carbon Element and the 

The NAP Armorest holds the arrow securely then � ips 
wide open at the shot (see below) to clear the � etching. 
One model now � ts all compound bows.

Brady Arview used a Rinehart target to 
safely demonstrate how the NAP Killzone 
opens on soft tissue. Both blades deploy 
at  once, reducing the chance the arrow 
will � ag to the side and waste energy on 
angled shots.

ers in Illinois, Iowa and 
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longer Carbon Matrix Plus are using a 
new RKT or Rocket Cam. "It's smoother 
to draw than last year's Fuel Cam and 
it's also smoother on the let down," the 
rep promised. "When I show it to cus-
tomers, I have them let up a few times 
to see the di� erence."

� ese carbon bows and the Vector 
32 aluminum riser model are sport-
ing a new in-line roller guard that has 
larger ball bearings. � e change in the 
roller guard has helped the smooth-
ness of the draw and has been a fac-
tor in increasing speed, Ryan said for 
this bow priced to retail at $849.  � e 
Vector 32, the longer Vector 35 and the 
speed orientated Vector Turbo all o� er 
a choice of four grip options this year.

Hoyt uses elaborate cast magne-
sium risers to carry many quality fea-
tures into the mid-price range. Ryan 
said sales of the Rampage and Rampage 
XT models are further enhanced by a 
$50 rebate o� er to consumers that is 
operating until October 1.

For more information about the 
2012 Hoyt line, call (801) 263-2990.

Director of Marketing Dave Robb 
and Engineering Manager Mike Sha� er  
were on the shooting range with the lat-
est TenPoint and Wicked Ridge mod-
els.  Starting at the top, the Ohio manu-
facturer has a new model employing 
a light carbon � ber wrapped barrel. 
� e Carbon Elite XLT weighs just 6 
pounds, 14 ounces without accessories 
and since it has the XLT (Xtreme Limb 
Technology) front end it is only 13.5 
inches wide cocked, 17.5 inches wide 
uncocked. With its soft case, six arrows, 
BowJax-built silencing kit, hat and 

quiver that cross-
bow has a MAP 
price of $1,599 to 
$1,699, depend-
ing on the cocking 
mechanism you 
choose.

As part of a 
new program to 
educate cross-
bow shooters 
about how di� er-
ent weight arrows 
affect accuracy, 
noise and speed, 
TenPoint lists three 
speeds for the 
Carbon Elite XLT: 
302 FPS with a 545 
grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow, 334 fps 
with the 425 grain Pro Elite and 352 
FPS with the 370 grain Pro Lite Arrow. 
� ose arrows are all much longer than 
the crossbow is wide, which is why 
Sha� er designed a new Ambidextrous 
Side-Mount Quiver Bracket that holds 
the company's four arrow quiver along 
the stock instead of crosswise under 
the limbs. 

In the Wicked Ridge line, the same 
mount holds a new lightweight, noise 
reducing quiver. While not assembled 
at the Mogadore, Ohio factor that quiv-
er is molded in America, Sha� er said, to 
� t the company's total USA-made phi-
losophy. Sha� er and Robb were letting 
people shoot the new Wicked Ridge 
Raider, the � rst in that line to employ 
a version of the company's Compact 
Limb Technology front end. You'll � nd 
more information about both brands 
in John Kasun's crossbow feature this 
issue, or you can call the � rm at (330) 
628-9245.

At the Morrell Targets station, 
Bernie Morrell was so pumped up from 
attending the record-setting NASP 
National Tournament in Louisville, 
Kentucky the previous week he couldn't 
stop talking about it. � e 7,846 middle 
school and high school students who 
attended made it the largest archery 
tournament in recorded history. 

Morrell Targets is a big backer of 
the program, bringing a semi-load of its 
targets to the event each year. Mathews 
is the founding sponsor and the brand-
ed target Morrell built for it last year did 
so well that Morrell now o� ers versions 

for other leading bow manufacturers. 
� ose Elite series targets are priced at 
$69.99 MSRP, the Morrell representa-
tive said. � e company is now o� ering 
adjustable metal stands for these tar-
gets that let you vary the height. Wheel 
sets make it easy to move the targets 
around and they can be adapted to 
hold 3-D targets in front of the Morrell 
target. � at means a customer can con-
tinue shooting a worn 3-D target with-
out worrying about arrows getting lost 
or damaged.

Morrell has developed a new, lon-
ger-lasting face for its Outdoor Range 
Targets along with a new XXL Outdoor 
Range target. � e new face has a series 
of di� erent aim points suitable for 
everything from 20 to 60 yard shots. 
� e giant target was developed at the 
request of a state game agency for its 
outdoor range. � e target � rm also had 
its engineers design a stand to hold it 
and a roof to prolong its already con-
siderable life. 

For more information, call the 
Arkansas � rm at (800) 582-7438.

Graham Browne brought the top-
end LaPorte Archery Phoenix tar-
get thrower to the Round Table and 
it got plenty of use during the day 
and during the social hour that pre-
ceded the evening meal. Laporte sells 
that model that throws 65 aerial targets 
for $5,595 but has more basic units 
that start at $2,900. � e company has 
switched to using foam targets deco-
rated with a blue center, � nding that 
dark spot draws the eye and dramati-
cally increases the percentage of hits. 

Shawn Ryan held a Hoyt bow on his � n-
gertip to demonstrate how well they bal-
ance right out of the box.

New faces on the Outdoor Range targets from Morrell 
Manufacturing should extend their life by spreading out the 
shots. Bernie Morrell said he shoots the small black dots at 20 
yards and works his way up to the center bull's-eye at 60 yards. 

Shawn Ryan held a Hoyt bow on his � n-

New faces on the Outdoor Range targets from Morrell 
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It's also developed two styles of soft 
target tips: You can now use this tar-
get thrower inside any high-ceilinged 

structure without the need to hang an 
arrow-proof tarp behind it.

Graham can be reached at his base 
in France by e-mailing him at graham_
browne@hotmail.com. 

Ameristep developed its new 
Switch blind to allow customers to 
switch between camo patterns, but it 
may hold strong appeal to any hunter 
who has been frustrated trying to fold 
up a hub-style blind. � e Switch uses a 
folding metal frame, similar to a patio 
awning, except the legs adjust in length 
so you can level the blind on uneven 

ground or vary the height between 60 
and 88 inches. � e Michigan � rm is 
o� ering the covering in Realtree APG, 
Max 1 or Max 4 and expects the Switch 
will retail for about $350.

Melissa Ranney showed us the 
Brotherhood blind from Ameristep that  
has multiple window openings. Long 
vertical windows make this a good 
blind for using on an elevated platform 
or on a ridge, as customers will be able 
to shoot down at an angle. 

� e Brotherhood blind is designed 
to retail for about $250. For $14.99, you 

You can still buy � u � u � etched arrows 
with � eld points for use with the LaPorte 
aerial targets, but the company recom-
mends one of these two safe tips. The ball-
like tip is for outdoor use and slows the 
arrow enough that conventional � etching 
is � ne. The � attened foam tip won't mark 
or rebound o�  indoor walls.  As shown 
above, both tips are easily replaceable on 
their cup-like bases.

Graham Browne loads the Phoenix target 
thrower from LaPorte Archery.

You can still buy � u � u � etched arrows 

Graham Browne loads the Phoenix target 
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can sell a new Easyback lumbar sup-
port that could make long hours in the 
Switch or Brotherhood more comfort-
able. It uses mesh over a curved wire 
frame and has a strap you can use for 
carrying it or attaching to the chair or 
tree  you are perched against.  

For a copy of Ameristep's 20th 
anniversary catalog, call (810) 686-
4035.

Doug Mann of GSM said the long-
awaited Stealth Cam Drone would 
begin shipping to retailers the follow-
ing week, capping a three and a half 

year development process. � e Drone 
captures high res images and turns 
them into compact ones that can be 
uploaded to your smart phone or home 
computer. � e user can decide which 
images to call up in high resolution, 
saving bandwidth. You can even crop 
the images before calling up the high 
resolution � le, bringing through the 
Verizon data plan just the portion of 
the image you want to see. All the 
normal camera functions can be oper-
ated from your home computer and 
many can be handled through a smart 
phone or tablet connection. GSM sells 

the data plans on-line, pricing them 
from $19.99 per month up to $250. � e 
Drone itself will retail for $599.

Technology for game cameras is 
changing so rapidly Mann said several 
other models now sport improvements. 
� e Unit Ops camera that was intro-

duced at the ATA Show now has 
a  updated processor for faster 
trigger speeds. � ree preset pro-
grams have also been added for 
the hunter who doesn't need to 
customize the features. 

The popular Epic 1080 
action camera launched at the 
end of last year has a nifty carbon 
� nish treatment and has been 
waterproofed with a coating 
that protects it inside and out. 
You can now use it in a pouring 
rain or in a wave-splashed kayak 
without putting it in a water-
proof case. In the Cyclops line, 
the Flare light has been boosted 
to put out 250 lumens from the 
190 lumens the 2011 model put 
out at its brightest setting. � e 
Alpha Mu� s in the Walker Game 
Ear line has also been upgraded, 

Melissa Ranney stands by the Ameristep 
Brotherhood blind. The Switch behind her 
uses a one-piece folding metal frame so it 
is easy to change the camo covering to � t 
the season or the terrain. A portion of that 
frame is shown at right.

Doug Mann said the Drone packaging from 
GSM's Stealth Cam brand was not tailored to the 
hunter because the � rm is hoping to also sell this 
unit through home improvement stores to people 
looking for a security camera.

a  updated processor for faster 
trigger speeds. � ree preset pro-
grams have also been added for 
the hunter who doesn't need to 
customize the features. 

action camera launched at the 
end of last year has a nifty carbon 
� nish treatment and has been 
waterproofed with a coating 
that protects it inside and out. 
You can now use it in a pouring 
rain or in a wave-splashed kayak 
without putting it in a water-
proof case. In the Cyclops line, 
the Flare light has been boosted 
to put out 250 lumens from the 

Doug Mann said the Drone packaging from 
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Mann said, with four microphones to 
give the user the e� ect of better 360 
degree hearing. Reach the California 
sales o�  ce at (760) 450-1006.

Aaron Dusek of Truglo gave us 
a close look at the upgraded TSX Pro 
Series sights. In the line for several 
years, this series now has been upgrad-
ed to have stainless steel tubes protect-
ing the � ber optic. � ere is a standard, 
one that o� ers tool-free adjustments 
and a third priced at $99 in camo that 
combines that feature with micro 
adjust. � e adjustment knobs are a 
new style that won't loosen, he said, 
and the allen head is exposed in them 
for customers who want to snug them 
down tighter. 

� e same type of knob is used 
in the Apex Gear brand on the new 
AccuStrike Pro sight. The $69.95 
"pro" version o� ers a longer body, he 
explained, for the customer who wants 
his aim points out further and can hold 
steady enough to use them that way. 

Dusek also showed us how to 
switch pin colors on the Game Changer 
Sight, which feeds light from larger col-
ored � bers to the smaller clear � bers 
that form the aim points. "Now you 
can customize the pin colors to what 
the customer wants. � is system allows 
us to keep a very consistent pin size. 
Usually you have to � are the � ber at 
the end to hold it in place. Our .019 
inch clear � ber is not � ared; it's that 
exact size."

Retailers can get more information 

about the Truglo and Apex sights, quiv-
ers and stabilizers by calling the Texas 
� rm at (972) 774-0300.

Ron Bice, communications direc-
tor at Wildlife Research Center, helped 
us understand the distinction between 
the well-known Scent Killer spray and 
the new Scent Killer Gold spray. Both 
have been tested and shown to be more 
than 99 percent e� ective at eliminating 
human odor. However the Scent Killer 
Gold spray met that threshold 10 days 
after it was allowed to dry. Hunters 
can now spray down their clothes well 
in advance of a hunt, let them dry 
thoroughly, then pack them away in 
scent-free containers until needed. "It's 
a lot easier to get total coverage when 
you're not wearing the garment," Bice 
commented, "and this way you're not 
hunting in wet clothes." � e advantage 
comes at a modest increase in cost: A 
24 ounce bottle of original Scent Killer 
retails for 12.99, while the gold version 
is $15.99.

Bice called Scent Killer Gold an 
"ultra premium" line with advantages 
in every product. For instance the Gold 
Body Wash & Shampoo has added 
moisturizers and aloe, so prolonged 
use during a hunting season won't be 
harsh to skin and hair. � e gold cloth-
ing wash is concentrated, to provide 
twice the number of loads per ounce.

These products and the new 
Golden Scrape scent o� er a money-
back guarantee to consumers. Find out 
more by calling the Minnesota � rm at 
(800)  873-5873.

Truglo developed a new type of tool free 
adjustment knob that is both easier to 
hand-tighten and leaves the allen head 
bolt exposed for those who want to apply 
more leverage.

Ron Bice talks about the Scent Killer 
sprays from Wildlife Research Center. Both 
are packed with high output sprayers that 
make application quicker and easier.

Ron Bice talks about the Scent Killer 

(614) 409-9300 (614) 409-9300 (614) 409-
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Jason Fernandez had a lot to 
cover in his 30 minute presentation. 
� e Brunton Product Manager shared 
information about the Wyoming � rm's 
portable power units, compasses, 
headlamps and optics. As we related 
in the January cover story, all Brunton 
compasses are again being made in the 
U.S.A. Models sold to hunters range 
from $5 globe compasses to $100 pro-
fessional mirrored models. 

Glacier headlamps come in � ve 
versions. Top of the line is the Glacier 
320 whose power pack can be worn 
on a headband, arm or belt. � e "320" 
refers to a 150 lumen beam that will 
reach out 320 feet and run 12 hours 

on high. On low, a 10 foot beam from 
this same headlamp will burn for 120 
hours.

� e Glacier 115 is a self-contained 
unit with three rechargeable AAA bat-
teries included. � ey'll send out a 50 
lumen 115 foot beam for 35 hours and 
can be recharged in the � eld from one 
of the company's many portable power 
packs or portable solar panels. Or your 
customer can opt to use standard, non-
replaceable batteries.

I photographed Fernandez hold-
ing an Icon spotting scope, developed 
in a multi-year e� ort to give Brunton 
optics that could rival the quality of the 
best European scopes and binoculars. 
� e company is so con� dent that it 
met it goals it has a liberal "trade up" 

o� er in place for customers who want 
to turn in an equivalent Leica, Zeiss 
or Swarovski model. Retailers inter-
ested in becoming a Brunton Full Line 
Partner can contact the Wyoming � rm 
at (307) 857-4777.

Rage Broadheads CEO Rich 
Krause was at the Bowhunting Round 
Table with good news for Rage broad-
head fans. � e company has developed 
a Shock Lock collar that does a better 
job of holding blades shut in the quiver 
and during high speed launches. � e 
company says the Shock Lock provides 
270 percent better holding power, yet 
it's made of a material that easily snaps 
apart when the blades do reach their 
target. � e Shock Lock is now stan-
dard in some packages and can also be 

purchased in replace-
ment packs.

Rage has added a 
new Rage Turkey head 
ideal for those birds 

 Jason Fernandez said Icon spotting 
scopes come with big 80mm objective 
lenses in straight or angled body styles. 
The 20-60x models retails for $3,995 while 
the 25-50x goes for $4,395. 

The LightsOut camera from  Wildgame Innovations uses invisible black � ash technology 
and has a unique design that lets you fold it around saplings and fence posts. It comes in 
Elite 5MP and Elite 8MP versions, the latter retailing for around $200.

Rage Broadheads CEO Rich Krause talks about additions to 
and improvements in the broadhead line. At right, new Rage 
Shock Collars keep broadheads from opening prematurely 
when bumped in the quiver or under extreme launches.

The LightsOut camera from  Wildgame Innovations uses invisible black � ash technology 

purchased in replace-
ment packs.

new Rage Turkey head 
ideal for those birds 

the toughest, easiest 
to install vane ever
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and small game, Krause said. � e wider 
cut makes it more lethal but customers 
should be cautioned not to use it on big 
game, as  the blades are too thin and 
� exible for that application.

Most people like the cut-on-con-
tact tips Rage has always employed, 
Krause continued, but for chisel tip 
fans the � rm is introducing chisel tip 
models in the most popular sizes.

� e big 2.3 inch wide Rage Extreme 
has been redesigned for 2012, with a 
reduced angle to the blades that boosts 
the penetration. 

Rage wants to build a broad-
head for every need, the CEO said, 
and to help you and your customers 
keep models straight it is now color-
coding the ferrules.  For instance the 
new Rage Turkey carries a green fer-
rule, the chisel tip versions are red, 
and the big Extreme is yellow. Reach 
the Wisconsin manufacturer by calling 
(715) 392-2860.

Brian Marshall is part of the mar-
keting team at Synergy Outdoors, and 
introduced writers to the folding Lights 
Out game camera in the Wildgame 
Innovations brand. � e fold-in battery 
compartments look cool as they hold 
12 AAs, but more than that they allow 
you to hang the camera from a T-post 
or sapling. Controls are right out in the 

open on this weather-proof unit: � ere 
is no case to open to program it or turn 
it on.

For the Evolved Harvest brand, 
Marshall detailed the � row & Grow 
X-treme Radish food plot mix. � e 
Daikon radish in the mix can grow 12 
to 24 inches long, he said, with deer 
feeding both on the tubers and their 
leafy tops.

Customers without access to land 
to plant have plenty of attractants to 
turn to in the Evolved Habitats brand. 
For instance, the Rack Rock Crush is an 

apple-� avored mix of feed and crushed 
Rack Rock. Rack Rock is a mineral-lad-
en salt that's mined overseas and sold 
in chunks or, as in this case, crushed 
and blended. More information on 
both lines is available at evolved.com.

Just down the porch, colleague 
Randy Birdsong was ready to dem-
onstrate the � under Gobble turkey 
call from the Flextone line. It's named 
to tie in with the � under Chicken, a 
strutting jake decoy that's easy to carry 
because only the front 1/4 of the bird 
is there. A fabric fan is included but 

MAKING THE MAKING THE MAKING THE MAKING THE 

UNPREDICTABLE UNPREDICTABLE 
PREDICTABLE

“Power Scrape was key to 

patterning this buck.”

– Jason Cleveland

tinks.comtinks.comRandy Birdsong demonstrates the 
Thunder Gobble. In front of him is the 
packaging for the Thunder Chicken decoy 
endorsed by Michael Waddell.

Randy Birdsong demonstrates the 
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hunters opt to use an actual fan for 
more realism, he said. In answer to our 
questions, Birdsong said the truncated 
body doesn't seen to spook gobblers 
once they work themselves to the side 
of the decoy. "� ey seem to key in on 
the fan and the  white head."

For information about the turkey 
products and a new line of elk calls 
endorsed by Ralph "Abe" Meline, see 
the � extonegamecalls.com website.

Illinois based Outdoor Life 
Products introduced a new approach 
to ladder stands at the Bowhunting 
Round Table. � e brand was launched 
by Daniel Gallagher after he recovered 
from a serious back injury incurred 
while trying to put up a 16-1/2 foot 
ladder stand. His colleague at the site 
was Steve Hughes, a disabled veteran whose injury would make erecting a 

conventional ladder stand di�  cult.
I watched Hughes slide a ladder 

platform up a tree, using a telescop-
ing aluminum ladder like the style 
now being sold to many homeowners. 
You're lifting the weight vertically and 
allowing the snap-lock ladder sections 
to catch and hold it at each stage. After 
your hunt you can remove the ladder, 
safeguarding your stand and allow-
ing you to use a single ladder section 
for multiple hunting sites. When you 
return to replace the ladder, angled 
plates and two deep pins guide and 
hold it into place until you can climb 
up and insert locking pins.

� e 12-1/2 foot ladder puts the 

seat of the di� erent size platforms at 16 
feet. By 2013 Gallagher hopes to have 
15-1/2 and 18-1/2 ladders for hunters 
who want to hang their stands higher. 
Retail pricing for the ladder and the 
American-made platform ranges from 
$420 to $599, depending on the model 
you chose from the � ve available. As 
an accessory, you can purchase wheels 
to roll the stand and ladder into the 
woods and to use the "ladder buggy" 
to haul out game. Gallagher said he'd 
prefer to work with independent retail-
ers who have the time to explain this 
new concept in ladder stands to their 
customers. You can reach him at (815) 
469-3929.

Terry Rohm of Tink's said the 
Tink's Power Scrape has been refor-
mulated into a gel-like consistency so 
it would have more eye appeal for the 
hunters using it the � rst time. It's a syn-
thetic formula legal for deer seasons 
even in the Canadian provinces that 
have prohibited natural urine scents.

� e new Rabbit Mist and Coyote 

Major Person had four of 
the most popular Barnett 
crossbows on a shoot-
ing range at PASA Park 
for the media to try. His 
favorite is the Ghost 350 
in his hands. It features 
the Carbonlite riser like 
the Ghost 400 and Buck 
Commander, but is lighter 
and a little bit more com-
pact. It's also easier to 
buy, retailing for around 
$600 and shooting a 350 
fps arrow. The Ghost 
400 is named for its top 
speed, and o� ers a metal 
� ight track and AVI silenced limbs as part of its thousand dollar price tag. The compact 
Jackal on the bench to the right retails for around $300 with its accessory package, and 
is the only Barnett model that's not fully American-made. You can learn more about the 
Florida-based brand at barnettcrossbows.com

Steve Hughes raises a heavy ladder stand 
into place with the aid of a collapsible lad-
der. At right you can see the bracket and 
pins the ladder slides into on the platform.
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Mist scents from Tink's are urine based 
and designed for the growing ranks of 
predator hunters. �eir mist applica-
tors can carry the scent far downwind. 
Tink's has also introduced Predator 
Sticks, which burn like incense and 
give o� a curiosity type smell .

�e B-Tech odor eliminator cov-
ered in detail within the scent con-
trol feature by Mike Raykovicz is avail-
able in two package types, Rohm said. 
�ere is a conventional spray bottle 
and a "bag on valve" aluminum can 
where the propellent is separate from 
the product. �e latter produces a �ne 
mist that's very e�ective in penetrating 
clothing.

For more about the Tink's brand, 
call the Georgia �rm at (800) 624-5988.

�e Burt Coyote company is stay-
ing abreast of changes in the arrow 
market so any hunter or target shooter 
can use a Lumenok.  Nocks devel-
oped for the Victory Armor Piercing 
(VAP) shaft last year work in Easton's 
new Injexion shafts or the Nano from 
Carbon Express, provided you use a 
simple installation kit that glues a cork 
bumper in front of the replaceable bat-
tery. Lumenoks use a simple mechani-
cal contact so they are just about fool 
proof, but the company also has devel-
oped a hard plastic tips sheet for deal-
ers that answers common questions 
about the popular lighted nocks. "We 
send these to every dealer in our data-
base, plus we send boxes of them to 
distributors so they can send them out 
when retailers order our product," Curt 
Price said. 

Price said no matter how carefully 
you trim an arrow the act of removing it 
from the saw typically rubs the cut end 
against the blade and throws it several 
thousands of an inch o� square. Nocks 
are more �exible than the hard carbon 
shaft, so they'll deform on the launch 
and a�ect accuracy. �e company's 
inexpensive F.A.S.T. tool lets you square 
both ends of a shaft in about 30 sec-
onds, something he demonstrated for 
us with a dial indicator gauge.

Burt Coyote squares all the 
Lumenok arrows and crossbow bolts it 
sells in �nished form. �ey're attractive-
ly boxed and very accurate, he said, as 
shaft manufacturer Victory has marked 
the high side of the spine so each can  
be �etched in the same orientation. If 
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you choose the crossbow bolts, you'll 
� nd they come with 90 grain brass 
inserts to improve the FOC balance. 
"� is way you can use as light as a 100 
grain broadhead," Price remarked.

A fun new product for the � rm is 
the Lumaloop. � e idea for it came 
from luminescent rope used by cave 
divers. � e loop glows enough that it's 
easier to attach arrow and release in 
low light. Lumenok has been selling it 
two to a package with one end already 
� ared. Price said dealers have asked to 
buy it in quantity so the � rm will also 
be selling spools of the material.

Reach the Lumenok manufacturer 
in Illinois by calling (309) 358-1602.

Down the porch at the Scent-Lok 
station Merchandising Manager Mike 
Wiseman and Social Media Manager 
Alex Gyllstrom had the newest clothing 
designs, all powered by Carbon Alloy. 
� at's the scent adsorption pioneer's 
name for a new blend of activated car-
bon, enhanced activated carbon and 
Zeolite. While carbon still is the work-
horse in these garments, locking up 
odors until they can be driven o�  by 
dryer heat, Gyllstrom said the mineral 
Zeolite is e� ective in attaching to some 

small odor molecules like the hydrogen 
sul� de present in human breath odor.'

"We can now target speci� c body 
odors," Gyllstrom said. "� e bene� ts 
we're seeing are Carbon Alloy garments 
will absorb a wider range of odors and 
provide a longer time between acti-
vation." For warm-weather use, the 
Michigan � rm has Mirage clothing that 
is about 30 percent lighter than the 
Savanna garments retailers were famil-
iar with. "Plus this fabric is less likely to 
snag in briars or collect burrs," he said.
Jacket and pants are expected to sell 
for $149 in their Realtree or Mossy Oak 
patterns.

� e Scent-Lok Rampage garments 
are warmer as they're sewn from � eece 
with a quiet, windproof liner. President 
Greg Sesselmann designed in kangaroo 
style side ports you can access while 
wearing a safety harness. � ere are 
three pockets inside plus thumb loops 
to help take weigh o�  your arms.

See articles by Pat Meitin and Mike 
Raykovicz in this issue for more infor-
mation about the 2012 Scent-Lok line, 
including new Wild Heart garments for 
women. Reach the Michigan manufac-
turer at (800) 315-5799.

Aaron McCaleb of 
Source Outdoor Group 
was at the Bowhunting 
Round Table on behalf of 
clients like � e Mineral 
Mizer Bag and Day 6 
Outdoors.

Georgia based � e Mineral Mizer 
Bag sells tough bags of minerals that 
are hung from trees and then wetted 
down. � ey drip and attract deer in a 
more economical fashion than pour-
ing minerals on the ground, where one 
heavy rain can disperse them. � e � lled 
bag sells for less than $20, he said, and 
re� lls are available though the hunter 
may � nd his original purchase lasts all 
season. Dealer inquiries are welcome 
through the company's web site or by 
calling (229) 567-0751.

� e Plot Watcher cameras from 
Day 6 Outdoors are di� erent from the 
many game cameras that now claim to 
o� er a "time lapse" feature, McCaleb 
said. Plot Watchers are so e�  cient 
they can capture thousands of images 
through the day, then the programming 
weaves them into a seamless movie. 
McCaleb demonstrated how you can 
scroll through a whole day's images 
in a few minutes, pausing to view any 
noteworthy animals and noting where 
they're entering and exiting the � eld. 
� ere's also a motion search feature 
where you can set the sensitivity: Your 
computer will then scan through the 
images and locate those where animals 
are present.

A single set of four batteries will 
power the original Plot Watcher ($149) 
for about a month, McCaleb said, while 
the $249 Plot Watcher Pro will go about 
four months on eight batteries and 
o� ers you more settings. Wide angle 

Wireless range of
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Do not disturb your hunting spot
The distance of transmission between the 
TINY-W2 camera and the Blackbox receiver 
now extends to a wireless range of 250 feet. 
It is therefore possible to retrieve your photos 
while staying away from the monitored area.

receiver
placed within 250 FT

Source Outdoor Group 
was at the Bowhunting 
Round Table on behalf of 
clients like 
Mizer Bag 
Outdoors.

Alex Gyllstrom wears the near Rampage Jacket, resting 
his arms by using the thumb loops hidden in the side ports. 
Shoulder patches shed rain and help keep slings and back-
pack straps from sliding o� . The high collar is tipped with 
a soft material to keep it quiet and reduce cha�  ng if the 
hunter hasn't shaved recently. The MSRP is $189.99.

Aaron McCaleb of Source Outdoor Group demonstrates the high de� -
nition video the Plot Watcher cameras seamless stitch together from a 
day's worth of images. In this fashion, 7,500 separate scenes from one of 
McCaleb's food plots can be reviewed in just two or three minutes. 
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and doubler lenses are available to tai-
lor the view to the area your customer 
wants to cover. 

Reach the Georgia manufacturer at 
(706) 256-2578.

Bohning's Rick Mowery brought  a 
selection of quivers, � etching jigs and 
vanes to PASA Park, including a new 
Pulse vane designed for Olympic style 
archers.

Bohning changed the way hunt-
ing � etch is perceived several years 
ago when it introduced the high, short 
and sti�  Blazer vane. It proved those 
vanes were more than adequate for 
steering broadheads, particularly when 
� etched on a helical alignment using 
one of the company's Tower � etching 
jigs. "Bohning Blazers worked great, 
but with the Tower � etching jig provid-
ing a 3 percent helical, it gave them a jet 
assist," Mowery said.

Now the Michigan � rm builds the 
original Blazer in 20 color and pat-
tern choices. It also developed a 1.5 
inch Mini-Blazer favored by 3-D shoot-
ers, a 1 inch Micro-Blazer aimed at 
compound target shooters, and a low 
pro� le Blazer X2 for long range target 

shooting with compounds. 
For the past two years, Bohning 

has been working on a radically di� er-
ent � etch for recurve target shooters, 
something that can mimic the forgive-
ness and low drag of mylar � etching,  
while being more durable. � e Pulse 
vanes Bohning introduced in time for 
the 2012 Summer Olympics are long, 
low and soft to the touch. Bohning cal-
culates they are 14 percent less likely to 
contact the rest. When they do touch 
the rest, the glass bead � lled composite 
is more forgiving, Bohning's tests show. 
� e result should be a more accurate 
arrow when it hits the target at from 70 
to 90 meters.

Mowery also introduced us writers 
to the Bow Hitch and Bark Shark. � e 
latter is a receiver style bow hook: Once 
you mount it behind your stabilizer you 
can attach the female end to a wall, 
workbench or treestand to hold your 
bow. � e Bark Shark attaches to a tree 
with a cord, holding your quiver at the 
ready once it's o�  your bow.  You're not 
screwing anything into the tree and the 
quiver is much steadier than if you'd 
simply hung it on a hook.

25
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It is therefore possible to retrieve your photos 
while staying away from the monitored area.
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Rick Mowery with one of the Bohning 
Tower Fletching jigs. The company sells dif-
ferent models as well as a Complete Tower 
Fletching Jig with three di� erent sets of 
color-coded arms. Assembly is quick with 
just four screws.
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Reach Bohning by calling (231) 
229-4247.

 Phillip Vanderpool of Hunter's 
Specialities is an accomplished caller 
who had his small audience mesmer-
ized with his skill on turkey, elk and 
predator calls. � e big Iowa � rm has a 
new line of Smokin' Gun turkey calls 
that include box calls, slate calls and 
mouth calls. � e same is true with 
a Raspy Old Hen series. � e compa-
ny discovered when a hunter liked a 

call with a particular model name, say 
the Smokin' Gun box call, he'd come 
in and ask for other call types under 
the same name. Rather than � ght it, 
HS took advantage of it. "So now we 
have a mouth call, a box call and a 
slate call with the Smokin' Gun label," 
Vanderpool explained. "All the box 
calls are now maintenance free (no 
chalking) and waterproof." 

Vanderpool demonstrated the 
Qwik Bugle, a product that bowhunters 

in particular may appreciate because 
it gets a lanyard o�  their neck and 
the bugle away from their bowstring. 
� e Qwik Bugle attaches to your belt 
loop and stretches as you bring it to 
your mouth, then returns to your side. 
It's easy with this model to direct the 
sound to the side or behind you, which 
may encourage the bull you want to 
come within range.

HS also has a new line of Johnny 
Stewart predator calls, mouth blown 
and attractively formed of laminated 
wood. For more information on this 
wide product line, call the Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa � rm at (319) 395-0321.

ArrowTrade contributors have 
written extensively about the new 
Cypher sight series from Trophy Ridge, 
but I'll admit I was still surprised by 
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For the majority of archers who prac-
tice at closer ranges, the fun of shooting 
a deer target set at 100 yards proved 
almost magnetic. BowTech's Sam 
Coalson thought of it because his own 
uncle taught him to shoot at the bottom 
of soda cans from 80 yards away. He kept 

his formal presentation short and gave us plenty of time to shoot the hot new Insanity 
CPX, the company's � agship model, and the companion Insanity CPXL that o� ers a lon-
ger axle-to-axle, higher brace height and more stability.  The CPX is rated at 355 fps and 
the CPXL at 340, but head designer Craig Yehle has developed a power system that lacks 
the challenging draw you'd expect at those performance levels. "A lot of fast bows are 
harsh, with two major humps to get over as you reach peak weight and then again as 
you drop in the valley," Coalson commented. "Our engineer, Craig Yehle, is the smartest 
guy I know. He's developed bows that give you extra speed and momentum without that 
harsh draw cycle."

The long range practice proved so fun the male writers were also shooting the BowTech 
Heartbreaker bow designed for women and the powerful little Diamond Atomic (see 
above) designed for youngsters. The Heartbreaker is "RAK" equipped, making it a great 
surprise gift for a wife or daughter. "This isn't a 'package' bow where you get a selection 
of inexpensive accessories to mount," Coalson said. "We only use some of the best com-
ponents on the market, and they come mounted. The peep sight is tied in, the sight pins 
are factory set. RAK stands for 'Ready, Aim, Kill' and you can pull the Heartbreaker out of 
the box and be ready to hunt."

With a 15 to 40 pound draw weight range, the little Atomic could send slender carbon 
shafts the full distance. "It's been a major success for us," Coalson said. "As small as it is, 
it's a full-out bow that you get to legal hunting weight. You can start a youngster with 
this bow at age 4 or 5, and have them use it all the way up to when they're 10 or 12. Then 
we'd like to see them move into a Razor Edge. That could potentially be the last bow they 
need to buy, because it goes from 30 to 60 pounds in a range of draw lengths."

For more on the Diamond & BowTech brands, call the Oregon � rm at (888) 689-1289. 

Phillip Vanderpool demonstrates the 
Hunter's Specialties Qwik Bugle, an elk call 
that drops to your side when not in use. 
Below are two of the Smokin' Gun turkey 
calls.
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how light and sti�  the frames are. Bear 
is using a ballistic copolymer material 
already popular in the tactical � rearms 
arena. � e molded material is as strong 
as aluminum but 25 percent lighter, 
Marketing Manager Jason Pickerill 
said. � e same material is now being 
used in some Whisker Biscuit rests and 
Trophy Ridge quivers. 

Pickerill confessed he thought 
the idea of a lighted quiver was a bit 
far-fetched until he hunted with the 
Beacon on his bow. As you carry your 
bow in hand at your side its three green 
LED's project forward to light your 
path, eliminating the need to carry a 

� ashlight or wear a headlamp. A fourth 
LED inside the hood provides gen-
tle illumination so you can see your 
arrows as you load them. Jake Schuyler 
of the Hudalla Associates sales rep 
group suggested the idea of the product 
and deserves a lot of credit for sticking 
with it until it was adopted three years 
later, Pickerill said, because consumers 
seem to love it.

Going into it's 80th year, Bear 
Archery is roaring ahead. Pickerill 
said the fourth quarter, 2011 sales � g-
ures were the highest in Bear's history. 
Leading the charge on the compound 
side is the Bear Anarchy. At 35 inches, 
it's longer than most other premium 
bows yet at just 3.8 pounds, it's still 

fairly light in mass 
weight. Consumers 
told Bear they want-
ed a longer axle to 
axle bow that would 
provide more sta-
bility. "It's a hunt-
ing bow that shoots 
like a target bow," 
Pickerill maintained.

As we detailed in 
the September 2011 
cover story, Bear 
Archery is winning 
back its laurels as 
the preeminent pro-
ducer of traditional 
hunting bows. When 
it was time to shoot 
the models brought 
to PASA park, most 
writers were picking 
up "stick bows" lov-
ingly handcrafted at 
Bear's Gainesville, 

Florida facility. Training additional 
bowyers takes time and the demand for 
the traditional models means there is 
a backlog of several hundred recurves 
and longbows, Product Manager Steve 
Dalph told ArrowTrade.

For more information on any of 
the brands from Bear Archery, call the 
Indiana headquarters at (812) 467-
1200.

Bushnell, which recently brought 
Primos under its corporate umbrella, 
had Assistant Product Manager Steve 
Smith on site to highlight the latest 
optics. � e Fusion that Smith is holding 
in the photo has the same quality optics 
as the high end Legend binoculars, but 
also incorporates a laser range� nder. 
In either the 10x42 ($999) or 12x50 size, 
you can range out to 1,600 yards with 
the angle compensation feature that 
gives shooters their true yardage.

Bowhunters who already have a 
range� nder and want a more com-
pact pair of glasses may like the new 
Legend Ultra-HD. � is high end glass 
in a compact 10x25 format will fold to 
� t a shirt pocket. For more low light 
viewing capability in an optic that is 
still pocket-size, stock the Legend Ultra 
10x42 monocular. It's compact but 
boasts a bright 4.2mm exit pupil. A 
Desert Sand colored version has mili-
tary reticles built in so varmint and 

fairly light in mass 
weight. Consumers 
told Bear they want-
ed a longer axle to 
axle bow that would 
provide more sta-
bility. "It's a hunt-
ing bow that shoots 
like a target bow," 
Pickerill maintained.

the September 2011 
cover story, Bear 
Archery is winning 
back its laurels as 
the preeminent pro-
ducer of traditional 
hunting bows. When 
it was time to shoot 
the models brought 
to PASA park, most 
writers were picking 

Marketing Manager Jason Pickerill goes over the highlights of the Bear Anarchy. At right, Bear Product 
Manager Steve Dalph shows the Diamondwood Take Down with the "B" riser to an admiring Marc Anthony.

Steve Smith holds the Bushnell Fusion, 
which combines a high end binocular and 
laser range� nder in a waterproof package 
that sells for $999 in the 10x42 size.

The barrels of the Bushnell Legend Ultra 
HD, a 10x25 binocular, fold in to make it 
truly pocket sized.
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target shooters can judge windage and 
elevation through bullet strikes.

Reach Bushnell headquarters in 
Kansas at (800) 423-3537.

Muzzy's Mark Land held our atten-
tion at the � nal station of the 2012 
Bowhunting Round Table, talking � rst 
about the company's business part-

ners. Muzzy is distributing 
the Fred Eichler Pro-Guide 
knife by Outdoor Edge, priced 
a� ordably at $99.95. � e drop 
point � xed blade skinner has 
a 3-1/4 inch mirror polished 
German stainless steel blade. 
� e beautiful hand tooled 
sheath is designed to be worn 
crosswise at the belt. 

Eichler worked with 
Muzzy to develop a new ver-
sion of the Phantom broad-
head. His design uses a main 
blade that is 3/8 inch longer 
and has a four-sided Tanto 
tip. Muzzy found that tip style 
survived its steel barrel test-
ing regime much better than 
the needle-style tips on other 
Phantoms. � e blade is hard-
ened to between 48 and 52 
Rockwell, making it di�  cult 
to hand sharpen. Land rec-
ommended marking the blade 

edge with a marker so you know you're 
� ling or grinding o�  material at the cor-
rect 30 degree angle. "� e Fred Eichler 
Signature Series Phantom is longer, 
leaner and it penetrates very well," 
Land commented.

Under the Muzzy brand, the 
Georgia � rm has introduced Crosskill 
broadheads aimed at crossbow shoot-
ers. � e Crosskill 125 is identical to 
the MX 125 dealers have been already 
selling, but putting "crossbow" on the 
package seems to reassure crossbow 
owners, Land said. "We did come out 
with a 150 grain Crosskill because we 
know carbon crossbow bolts � y better 
with more point weight." 

For the compound bow shoot-
er, Muzzy's DX-3 has its threads and 
ferrule sized to � t the stainless steel 
inserts on the slender Easton Injexion 
shafts. "We'll likely add a four blade 
version for next year," Land said.

Reach Muzzy in Georgia at (770) 
387-9300.

Editor's Note: Firms interested in 
space available at the 2013 event can 
call the Media Direct agency at (309) 
944-5341.
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the Fred Eichler Pro-Guide 
knife by Outdoor Edge, priced 
a� ordably at $99.95. � e drop 
point � xed blade skinner has 
a 3-1/4 inch mirror polished 
German stainless steel blade. 
� e beautiful hand tooled 
sheath is designed to be worn 
crosswise at the belt. 

Muzzy to develop a new ver-
sion of the Phantom broad-
head. His design uses a main 
blade that is 3/8 inch longer 
and has a four-sided Tanto 
tip. Muzzy found that tip style 
survived its steel barrel test-
ing regime much better than 
the needle-style tips on other 
Phantoms. � e blade is hard-
ened to between 48 and 52 
Rockwell, making it di�  cult Just for Does is a line of unscented shampoo, body 

wash and conditioner for women now distributed 
by Muzzy. Fred Eichler worked with Outdoor Edge to 
design this knife Muzzy also carries.
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